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News & letters

News & Leters
note from the editor
The twenty-first issue of Medieval Warfare focuses
on a topic well-known amongst medieval military enthusiasts. This edition might be relatively
unique in that it is not just trendy in recent times,
but has been a favourite tale from the medieval
era onwards. In fact, its revival during the romantic period still leaves its tendrils amongst those
less interested in medieval military history. We are
talking, of course, of King Richard I of England,
who earned the sobriquet ‘Lionheart’ through his
military accomplishments, the most famous being
his successes during the Third Crusade. Richard’s
accomplishments and character have been lauded and scorned often and thoroughly by professionals and amateurs alike. Even now, scholars are
at odds about the motives behind his actions, and
the credibility of the stories about the king.
This issue fits rather well within this discussion, with articles on the Siege of Acre – including Richard’s massacre of the Muslim inhabitants
– alongside the more conventional narrative of
the Battle of Arsuf. However, instead of turning it
into just another issue about the Third Crusade in
the Holy Land, we have decided to offer something a bit different. Therefore, you can also read
about lesser known topics, such as the capture of

Sicily and the conquest of Cyprus (including the
main castles located on the island), which are often treated as mere sidebars to the more popular
campaign in the Holy Land. In addition, Gregory
Liebau’s contribution looks at the reasons for crusader tactics’ success, from the point of view of
their enemies, the Muslim chroniclers.
The non-theme articles include a new piece
on blacksmithing, this time discussing plate arm
harness. Apart from that, Brian Burfield provides
some insight into the invisible wounds of warfare in his treatise on mental trauma in medieval
warfare. Sean Manning’s short ‘The Weapon’
article offers details on a rather unconventional
weapon: animals used as incendiary devices.
In case you missed it, our website has been
updated recently, offering a new layout for our upcoming content. If this issue finds you before 15
October, make sure to vote for the 2015 themes
in our poll on the website; the results will be published online after that date. Also be sure to visit
our website for further news and updates. If you
have any comments or questions, please send me
an email at: editor@medieval-warfare.com.
— Dirk van Gorp
Editor, Medieval Warfare magazine

why does saladin have such good pr in the medieval west?
Salāh ad-Dīn Yūsuf ibn Ayyūb, better known
to English readers as Saladin, is one of the
leading historical figures from the Crusadesera. Despite being the Islamic leader who
defeated the crusaders at the Battle of Hattin
and reconquered Jerusalem in 1187, his reputation in the medieval west was unusually
positive. In a recent article, a historian looks
to find answers to why this was.
John France, one of the leading historians
in the field of the Crusades, discusses his findings in the article ‘Saladin, from Memory to Myth
in the Continuations’. He points out that, while
Sunni Islamic sources “all sang his praises”, many
Christian writers also offer a very sympathetic
treatment of the Ayyubid leader. Not all western
European accounts show Saladin in a favourable
light – in particular, the Latin works written by
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William of Tyre, Jacques de Vitry and William of
Newburgh. However, works in Old French, such
as Chronicle of Ernoul and Bernard the Treasurer,
and the Old French Continuations of William of
Tyre, present stories where Saladin is shown to be
courteous and generous.
For example, many of these sources offer a lengthy account of the siege of Jerusalem,
where Saladin allows the wife of Balian of Ibelin to leave the city, despite Balian breaking his
promise not to get involved in defending Jerusalem. France adds, “In the account of Balian’s
negotiations over the surrender of Jerusalem and
the ransom paid by its citizens, Saladin emerges
as very reasonable and even generous, making
concessions which allowed more to go free.”
France finds that there is a great distinction
between Latin and Old French sources when
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